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HI gas evolution study
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HI in the local universe
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• HI gas quantified from 21-cm blind surveys: 
- HIPASS: HI Parkes All Sky Survey (Zwaan et al. 2005)  

survey area 21341 deg2, 4315 detections, z < 0.042 
- ALFALFA: Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA survey (Martin et al. 2010) 

survey area 2799 deg2, 10119 detection, z < 0.06
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HI gas evolution study
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HI gas at high redshifts

• Knowledge of HI gas from 21-cm observations is 
not available. 

• Different techniques for HI measurement at high 
redshift (z>2): Damped Lyman-𝜶 absorption (DLA).
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DLA
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HI gas between low and high-z 

• 0.2 < z < 1.5 less explored regime by observations
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HI gas between low and high-z 

• 0.2 < z < 1.5 less explored regime by observations 
• Both techniques (21-cm and DLA) not practically 

available in the redshift range: 
- Existing radio observing facilities are not sensitive enough to detect 
weak 21cm signal
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HI gas between low and high-z 

• 0.2 < z < 1.5 less explored regime by observations 
• Both techniques (21-cm and DLA) not practically 

available in the redshift range: 
- Existing radio observing facilities are not sensitive enough to detect 
weak 21cm signal

- Lyman-𝛼 line can be observed in UV wavelength and incidence of 
DLA is low.
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• Next generation of radio telescopes can reach this redshift range: 
strong drive to initiate SKA and SKA pathfinders projects 

• New techniques emerged to overcome the limitation before the future 
telescopes: HI spectral stacking and HI intensity mapping technique
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HI spectral stacking technique
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Figure 4. A schematic representation of the fully processed ALFALFA 3D data cube. The data cubes are 2.4◦ × 2.4◦ in size and about 5500 km s−1 in velocity
range (25 MHz in frequency). The raw spectral resolution is ∼5.5 km s−1; the angular resolution is ∼4 arcmin. For each pixel, which is a point in RA, Dec.
and velocity, a value of flux density is recorded. For each target in sample A, we extract a spectrum at a given position of the sky, over the velocity range of
the data cube which contains the source. Two examples of extracted spectra are shown on the right, illustrating an H I detection (green, bottom) and an H I

non-detection (red, top).

3.1.1 Spectrum extraction

The signal from each target is integrated over a region of the data
cube centred on its 3D position. Because noise increases with the
square root of the integration area, integrating over too large a
region lowers the quality of the spectrum without increasing the
signal. Our GASS targets are always smaller then the ALFA beam
(the mean R90 for sample A is 10 arcsec), so we simply integrate
over a sky region of 4×4 arcmin2. In Fig. 4, we illustrate how we
extract spectra at two different positions in the sky inside the same
data cube. The coloured regions indicate where the spectra would
be evaluated.

The H I spectrum is a histogram of flux density S as a function
of velocity. For each velocity channel v, the corresponding flux
density Sv is obtained by integrating the signal sv(x, y) over the
spatial pixels centred at the target galaxy position, as observed by a
radio telescope of beam response pattern B:

Sv (mJy) = !x!ysv(x, y)
!x!yB(x, y)

,

where x, y are the sky coordinates (the two polarizations are kept
separated). The expression above means that the spatially integrated
profile is obtained by summing the signals over all the spatial pixels
of interest and dividing by the sum of the normalized beam B(x, y)
over the same pixels (for a detailed discussion, see Shostak & Allen
1980). The ALFALFA beam pattern can be approximated by

B(x, y) = exp
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with σx = (2
√

2 ln 2)−1 × 3.3 arcmin, and σy = (2
√

2 ln 2)−1 ×
3.8 arcmin (Giovanelli et al. 2005).

We note that we discard any spectrum if more than 40 per cent
of the pixels have a quality weight w less than 10. We also keep
track of the three strongest continuum sources in an area covering

40 × 40 arcmin2 around each source; strong continuum sources can
affect our spectra by creating standing waves.4

3.1.2 Rms evaluation

For each spectrum we need to measure the rms noise, which will
later be used as a weighting factor when we stack spectra. The rms
has to be evaluated in regions of the spectrum where there is no
emission from the target galaxy, and we also have to avoid spectral
regions where there are any spurious signals (e.g. residual RFI that
we failed to flag or H I emission from companion galaxies). In order
to define the spectral region that might contain galaxy emission, we
estimate its expected H I width as follows.

The expected width of the H I spectrum will depend on the ro-
tational velocity of the galaxy as observed along the line of sight.
We estimate the expected velocity wTF;o for each target, using the
Tully–Fisher relation. Following Giovanelli et al. (1997b), we use
the SDSS i-band magnitude [k-corrected and corrected for Galactic
and internal extinction as in equations (11) and (12) in Giovanelli
et al. (1997a)] to estimate wTF, and the measured inclination of the
galaxy to derive wTF;o. We are aware that the Tully–Fisher relation
does not hold for all morphological types and environments. We do
not think this is a major issue, because these velocities are only used
to estimate the region of the spectrum that should contain significant
signal from the galaxy.

We then fit a first-order polynomial to the baseline after excluding
the region of the spectrum containing signal from the galaxy. This
step allows us to eliminate possible gradients in the background.
(The top right panel in Fig. 4 shows an example of a spectrum
where the baseline is tilted.) We perform a robust polynomial fit
over the regions of the spectrum with high values of the quality

4 Standing waves are periodic fluctuations in the background which occur
when radiation from a strong continuum source is multiply reflected and
scattered by the telescope structure before reaching the receiver.

C⃝ 2010 The Authors, MNRAS 411, 993–1012
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2010 RAS
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Radio Data Cube

• Using known optical data (RA, Dec and Redshift), 
HI spectra are extracted from a 3D radio map. 

• Co-add the spectra to obtain average HI spectrum.
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Target Fields for HI stacking
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Target!
Field

Redshift!
(z)

Lookback!
time (Gyr)

Obs. Time!
(Radio)

Radio!
Telescope

# of stacked 
galaxies

FoV!
(deg)

CNOC2!
0920+37 0.1, 0.2 1~2.7 Gyr 120 hr WSRT 59, 96 1.0

VVDS14h 0.32 3.6 Gyr 136 hr GMRT 165 0.98

zCOSMOS 0.37 4.0 Gyr 134 hr GMRT 474 0.95
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zCOSMOS Field at z~0.37

• A large optical redshift survey on 1.7 deg2 COSMOS field. 
• zCOSMOS-bright 10 k catalogue used. 
• Redshift uncertainty ~110 km s-1 

• 474 reliable redshifts available for our analysis
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4.2 Optical Data 63

Figure 4.1 Redshift cone diagram of zCOSMOS 10k-bright sample to z ⇤1. Red points denote 598 objects
covered by GMRT beam and frequency at z ⇤ 0.37.

redshift range of 0.35 < z < 0.39 (see Fig. 4.4).

4.2.3. Galaxy Classification

Two di�erent methods are adopted to classify our sample galaxies. The COSMOS field has
the HST ACS imaging data (Koekemoer et al., 2007) with su⇥cient depth and resolution to
perform morphological analysis. The morphological classification was carried out with the
high-quality HST image, applying an automatic and objective morphological classification
technique. This method is described in detail in Cassata et al. (2007); Tasca et al. (2009).
According to this morphological classification scheme, our sample galaxies were divided
into three morphological classes, early-types including ellipticals and lenticulars, spirals,
and irregulars.

In the other scheme to classify our sample, galaxy type is defined by matching the rest-
frame magnitudes and colours to the set of templates, which is called spectrophotometric
approach. Here, ⌅⇥ ⇧⇤�⌃⇥, �2 template fitting code was implemented for this classification
with 20 photometric magnitudes for an individual sample from the COSMOS photometry
catalogue. The code fits a set of templates used for a photometric redshift (photo-z) catalogue
of the COSMOS field (Ilbert et al., 2009). This provides the best-fit spectrum template as a
classification parameter. Our sample galaxies were classified into four types, corresponding
to type 1 for early-type (E/S0), type 2 for early spirals (Sa, Sb), type 3 for late spirals (Sc, Sd)
and type 4 for irregular and starburst galaxies. Type 1 sample corresponds to 30 % of total
sample and the remaining consists of late-type samples from type 2 to type 4.

To check how well the two classification methods match each other, colour–colour diagrams
were used: u⇥ �V and V � J colour–colour diagram and NUV � r+ and r+ � J colour–colour
diagram following Williams et al. (2009); Ilbert et al. (2009) Fig. 4.2 shows three subsamples
divided by the morphological classification on the colour–colour diagram. Early-types
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Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
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• One of sensitive telescopes 
to survey atomic hydrogen 
gas out to z~0.4 before SKA 
and its pathfinders.  

• Array of 30 dishes of 45m ea. 
(14 central antennas, 16 outer 
antennas) 

• Baseline range: 100m ~ 25km  
• Frequency coverage:  

L band 1000~1450 MHz
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Radio observation (GMRT)

• A total observing time: 
   134 hr for 20 days in 2008 & 2009 

(115 hr on-source time)  
• Bandwidth of 32 MHz, split into 

two 16 MHz sidebands (each 
128 channels).  

• Frequency range:  
      1056 MHz to 1024 MHz  
      (0.345 < z < 0.387) 
• Channel width of 0.125 MHz 

(~36.3 km s−1at z = 0.37) 
• Synthesized beam of 3.6″×2.4″ 
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Data Reduction

- Automated flagging software 

“flagcal” used before data 
reduction. 


- CASA pipeline developed for 
GMRT data reduction.


- Following standard radio data 
reduction procedures: flagging, 
calibration, and imaging.

Data Reduction
68 GMRT Observation of Neutral Hydrogen Gas in the COSMOS Field at z ⇠ 0.37

Figure 4.5 The fraction of flagged data after all data reduction procedure.

non-coplanarity of the GMRT baseline configuration, the wide-field imaging scheme, called
w�projection (Cornwell et al., 2008) was adopted when making the continuum map. The
RMS noise level in the central area of the continuum image is ⇠12.3 µJy beam�1 with a
synthesised beam resolution of 3.500⇥ 2.400. Astrometric accuracy of the GMRT imaging was
examined using this continuum map in which source finding software , ������� (Whiting,
2012) detected continuum sources with high signal-to-noise ratio ( � 5 �). Positions of the
detected bright point-like sources were cross-matched with those of objects in the VLA
FIRST survey catalogue (Becker et al., 1995). It was found that astrometry of the GMRT data
is very accurate. The o�set between the two coordinates is ⇠0.68 arcsec on average which is
less than the image pixel size of 0.9 arcsec. The maximum measured o�set was 1.8 arcsec,
which is well smaller than the GMRT synthesised beam.

4.3.4. Data Cube

The final spectral data cubes of each sideband were made from continuum-subtracted
data. For continuum subtraction, cleaned components of individual continuum sources
are deconvolved and directly subtracted from uv data using ���� task ‘uvsub’. After
the subtraction, residual continuum flux was removed in the ‘image0 domain by ���� task
‘imcontsub’. By this task, a linear fit to the residual continuum across frequency were
subtracted in the final data cubes. The final spectral data cubes for two sidebands were
made with the same robust weighting scheme of ‘briggs’ in ���� as in imaging continuum
map, applying the wide-field imaging scheme of w-projection. The ‘briggs’ robustness
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4.2 Optical Data 65
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Figure 4.3 colour–colour diagrams of subsamples classified by spectrophotometric approach. The upper
and lower panel are NUV � r+ vs. r+ � J colour–colour diagram and u⇥ � V vs. V � J colour–colour diagram,
respectively. Four subsamples from type1 to type 4 are denoted by red circles, green diamonds, blue circles and
squares.

Galaxy Classification

• Galaxies classified by a SED template fitting code (LE PHARE 
Ilbert at al. (2006)) 

• 4 galaxy types are defined:  
 Type 1 for early types (E/S0)  Type 2 for early spirals(Sa, Sb) 
 Type 3 for late spirals (Sc, Sd)  Type 4 for irregular and starburts

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4
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Stacked HI spectra
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Early type

Early spirals

Late spirals /  
irregular&starburst

8 J. Rhee et al.

Figure 6. The distribution of estimated H I diameter of galaxies in the
CNOC2 0920+37 catalogue (in upper pannel) and the WSRT beam size
in unit of kpc as a function of redshift (in lower pannel). The derived H I di-
ameters of the CNOC2 0920+37 galaxies (filled black circles) are compared
with WSRT beam size in the lower pannel. Many galaxies in the z ∼ 0.1
subsample are likely to be slightly resolved in the east-west direction.

the Petrosian radius, containing 90 per cent of the Petrosian r-band
flux, as listed in the SDSS. We also use the SDSS data to determine
the Petrosian radii of the galaxies in the Broeils & Rhee (1997)
sample, and thus obtained a relation between the H I and the Pet-
rosian radius. From the newly derived relation, we estimate the H I
size of the sample galaxies. As seen in Fig. 6, most galaxies have
DH I less than 50 kpc, but a few are in the range of 50 to 57 kpc. The
implication in Fig. 6 that some of the galaxies in the low redshift
sample spill outside of the WSRT synthesised beam is consistent
with the detection of rotational velocity gradients revealed in Fig. 5.
In the higher redshift data cubes, the galaxy H I signal is expected
to be captured by the full resolution beam size.

In order to test the success of the WSRT beam at includ-
ing the total H I signal for all galaxies, additional sets of image
cubes were constructed with larger beams with half-power widths
of∼ 33′′ × 33′′, 45′′ × 45′′, and 60′′ × 60′′. Along with the default
resolution cubes, these lower resolution image cubes were carried
through the stacking procedure as described below.

When stacking galaxy spectra, a weighted average is made.
The spectra to be co-added using a weighted average scheme have
been corrected with the primary beam attenuation function as in
equation (1). The per channel weight is computed from the image
plane RMS, corrected by the primary beam correction factor at the
position of the galaxy. The formal average specification is given by:

Saverage =

!

i
w′

iS
′

i
!

i
w′

i

, w′

i =
1

σ′

i
2 , (2)

where S′

i is the primary beam corrected spectrum. The RMS noise,
σ′

i, is measured per frequency channel in each data cube with ap-
plying the primary beam correction and the inverse of the square of
the RMS noise is applied during the stacking procedure as a statis-
tical weight, w′

i.
Recall (see Fig. 1) that the sample was divided into two sub-

samples at z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 0.2. The first sub-sample consists of
59 galaxies lying in the first three sub-bands, i.e. in the frequency
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Figure 7. The averaged H I emission spectra of galaxies in each subgroup
after stacking. The top panels are the co-added H I spectra at z ∼ 0.1, for the
different galaxy types, and the bottom panels are for galaxies at z∼ 0.2. The
vertical dashed line in each panel shows the velocity width within which all
H I emission from galaxies is included. The 1σ error is shown as a horizon-
tal dashed line in each panel. To the right of each panel are the same spectra
but re-binned to a velocity width of 500 km s−1.

range 1321 MHz to 1263 MHz. The remaining 96 galaxies lie in
the last five sub-bands i.e. in the frequency range 1222 MHz to
1160 MHz. Depending on their classification, (see Fig. 2), each of
these sub-samples is divided into 3 further groups. Fig. 7 shows the
results of the H I spectra stacking for each sub-sample separately.
The stacked signal shows a clear signal particularly for the inter-
mediate and late-type galaxies.

From the stacked spectrum, one can determine the co-added
flux. This co-added H I flux can be converted to H I mass using the
equation (Wieringa et al. 1992):

MH I

M⊙
=

236
(1 + z)

"

DL

Mpc

#2 " $

SV dV

mJy km s−1

#

(3)

where
$

SV dV is the integrated H I emission flux in units of
mJy km s−1 and DL is the luminosity distance in unit of Mpc.
For the calculation of

$

SV dV it is assumed that a velocity range
∆V (specified in the rest frame of the H I emitter) of 500 km s−1

contains all the H I emission. This assumption takes into account
both the average H I velocity width of the sample galaxies and the
uncertainty in the optical redshifts. For the HIPASS Bright Galaxy
Catalogue (BGC, Koribalski et al. 2004), a catalogue of the 1000
H I bright galaxies in the local Universe, the mean velocity width
w20 is 210 km s−1 (σ = 106 km s−1). This is consistent with

c⃝ 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Cosmic HI density (𝛀HI)
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galaxies and 3 intermediate-type galaxies were detected at z ∼ 0.1,
and 2 galaxies (1 intermediate-type and 1 late-type) were detected
at z ∼ 0.2, using DUCHAMP. As seen in Table 3, after removing
direct detections from a stacking list, 24 per cent and 44 per cent
of H I mass decrease in intermediate-type galaxies and late-type
galaxies at z ∼ 0.1, respectively. At z ∼ 0.2, while H I mass of
intermediate galaxies decreases by 29 per cent, there is no change
of H I mass of late-type galaxies. In spite of the relatively small
number of direct detections, objects individually detected at high-
redshift sample significantly contribute to the co-added H I mass.

4 THE COSMIC H I GAS DENSITY (ΩH I)

To see how the H I gas content of galaxies has varied with the cos-
mic time, we calculate ΩH I, the cosmological H I mass density,
expressed as a fraction of the critical density. Calculating ΩH I re-
quires an accurate volume normalisation, which in our approach is
dependent on good measurements of the luminosities and the total
luminosity density of the CNOC2 galaxies that are used for the H I
stacking.

We make use of the optical luminosity density of the
CNOC2 0920+37 field as a function of galaxy type from Lin et al.
(1999). They investigated the evolution of the luminosity func-
tion with redshift and galaxy type and provide luminosity densities
ρLB

(z ) up to z ∼ 0.55. Their galaxy classification scheme is the
same as the one we used. The B-band luminosity and luminosity
density of each galaxy type are used in the conversion of H I gas
density as follows:

ρH I =

!

MH I
!

LB

× ρLB(z),
"

MH I = ⟨MH I⟩ ×N (8)

where N is the number of co-added galaxies, LB is luminosity in
theB-band taken from the CNOC2 0920+37 catalogue, and ⟨MH I⟩
denotes the averaged H I mass we measured using the stacking
technique. We separately calculate H I gas density with respect to
each galaxy type of early, intermediate and late-type at each red-
shift bin (see Table 2). In this equation, we apply a correction to the
H I mass-to-light ratio term to prevent H I mass-to-light ratio from
being biased toward luminous and gas-poor sample. The detailed
derivation of the correction factor is described in Appendix A. The
total H I gas density in the low and high redshift regimes in Table 2
are obtained by adding the H I density values for the three galaxy
types.

Note that in order to derive luminosity densities, Lin et al.
(1999) applied different cosmological parameters (ΩΛ = 0.0,
ΩM = 1.0 and H0 = 100 km s−1 Mpc−1) from the current con-
cordance ΛCDM cosmology as adopted in this paper (ΩΛ = 0.7,
ΩM = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1). The correction for
the different cosmological parameters is made using the correc-
tion factor inferred from the ratio of (luminosity distance)2/(co-
moving distance)3 between two cosmological parameter sets be-
cause H I density is proportional to (luminosity distance)2/(co-
moving distance)3. The correction factor amounts to 0.667 and
0.640 for the low and high redshift samples, respectively. The cor-
rected luminosity densities are provided in Table 2. Given the cor-
rections, we obtain the H I mass density of early, intermediate and
late-type galaxies in each redshift bin, and these are also listed in
Table 2. The errors on the H I mass density take into account both
the statistical uncertainty on the stacked H I mass measurement and
the measurement error on the B-band luminosity density.

Table 4. The H I mass to luminosity ratioMH I/LB ratio as a function of
galaxy types of CNOC2 0920+37 sample at the redshift of z ∼ 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively in the unit ofM⊙/L⊙.

z ∼ 0.1 z ∼ 0.2
Sample ⟨MH I⟩/⟨LB⟩ ⟨MH I⟩/⟨LB⟩

Early 0.15 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.03
Intermediate 0.22 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04
Late 0.32 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.04

The cosmic H I gas density is then calculated as H I gas density
divided by the critical density (ρcrit):

ΩH I =
ρH I

ρcrit
, ρcrit =

3H2
0

8πG
, (9)

where H0 is the Hubble constant and G is the gravitational con-
stant. From equation (9) we obtain ΩH I = (0.33 ± 0.05) × 10−3

and ΩH I = (0.34 ± 0.09) × 10−3 at z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 0.2, respec-
tively, for all galaxy types summed.

At z ∼ 0.2, it is found that most of the H I gas resides in
intermediate and late-type galaxies and the fraction of H I gas in
early-type galaxies is less than 2 per cent. In contrast, at z ∼ 0.1
early-type galaxies contribute 25 per cent toΩH I. The reason for the
higher H I mass density of early-type galaxies at z ∼ 0.1 might be a
sensitivity effect.MH I/LB is a function of luminosity in the sense
that higher luminosity galaxies have lower values of MH I/LB

(Roberts & Haynes 1994) and this relation is stronger for early-
type galaxies. As seen in Table 4, early-type galaxies at z ∼ 0.1
have higherMH I/LB ratios than in z ∼ 0.2. Thus, while gas-rich
and low luminosity early-type galaxies might be included in lower
redshift bin, the higher redshift bin might only include gas-poor and
higher luminosity early-types.

Fig. 9 shows H I gas density values as a function of redshift
and look-back time from our study as well as the previous studies
by Zwaan et al. (2005); Martin et al. (2010); Freudling et al. (2011);
Lah et al. (2007); Rao et al. (2006); Prochaska et al. (2005); Noter-
daeme et al. (2009, 2012) and the recent study by Delhaize et al.
(2013). Two different approaches, DLA measurements and H I 21-
cm emission measurements, are included in the plots. Since DLA
measurements normally include a correction for helium abundance,
we de-corrected these values for a direct comparison of H I gas den-
sity measurements.

At z ∼ 0, two H I surveys, HIPASS (Zwaan et al. 2005) and
ALFALFA (Martin et al. 2010), measured the H I gas density with
very good precision over large volumes of the Universe, and these
measurements are in good agreement with each other. The pre-
liminary result of the on-going deep H I survey at redshifts up to
z ∼ 0.16 with the Arecibo 305 m telescope (Arecibo Ultra Deep
Survey (AUDS), Freudling et al. 2011) shows ΩH I measurement at
z ∼ 0.13 is consistent with the measurements of HIPASS and AL-
FALFA, taking error margin into account. Delhaize et al. (2013)
have recently measured H I gas contents of ∼ 3,300 objects at
z ∼ 0.1 from a 42 deg2 field near the South Galactic Pole (SGP)
using the Parkes radio telescope and ∼ 15,000 HIPASS objects at
z ∼ 0.03, observed in optical wavelength by 2dF Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS), applying a H I spectral stacking technique sim-
ilar to our technique. They also found that their ΩH I measurements
at both redshift bins agree with ΩH I values at z ∼ 0. The H I gas
density measurement at z ∼ 0.24 using the GMRT with the stack-
ing technique was made by Lah et al. (2007) with large uncertainty.
At z ! 0.24, H I gas density has been measured with DLAs. Mea-

c⃝ 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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galaxies and 3 intermediate-type galaxies were detected at z ∼ 0.1,
and 2 galaxies (1 intermediate-type and 1 late-type) were detected
at z ∼ 0.2, using DUCHAMP. As seen in Table 3, after removing
direct detections from a stacking list, 24 per cent and 44 per cent
of H I mass decrease in intermediate-type galaxies and late-type
galaxies at z ∼ 0.1, respectively. At z ∼ 0.2, while H I mass of
intermediate galaxies decreases by 29 per cent, there is no change
of H I mass of late-type galaxies. In spite of the relatively small
number of direct detections, objects individually detected at high-
redshift sample significantly contribute to the co-added H I mass.

4 THE COSMIC H I GAS DENSITY (ΩH I)

To see how the H I gas content of galaxies has varied with the cos-
mic time, we calculate ΩH I, the cosmological H I mass density,
expressed as a fraction of the critical density. Calculating ΩH I re-
quires an accurate volume normalisation, which in our approach is
dependent on good measurements of the luminosities and the total
luminosity density of the CNOC2 galaxies that are used for the H I
stacking.

We make use of the optical luminosity density of the
CNOC2 0920+37 field as a function of galaxy type from Lin et al.
(1999). They investigated the evolution of the luminosity func-
tion with redshift and galaxy type and provide luminosity densities
ρLB

(z ) up to z ∼ 0.55. Their galaxy classification scheme is the
same as the one we used. The B-band luminosity and luminosity
density of each galaxy type are used in the conversion of H I gas
density as follows:

ρH I =

!

MH I
!

LB

× ρLB(z),
"

MH I = ⟨MH I⟩ ×N (8)

where N is the number of co-added galaxies, LB is luminosity in
theB-band taken from the CNOC2 0920+37 catalogue, and ⟨MH I⟩
denotes the averaged H I mass we measured using the stacking
technique. We separately calculate H I gas density with respect to
each galaxy type of early, intermediate and late-type at each red-
shift bin (see Table 2). In this equation, we apply a correction to the
H I mass-to-light ratio term to prevent H I mass-to-light ratio from
being biased toward luminous and gas-poor sample. The detailed
derivation of the correction factor is described in Appendix A. The
total H I gas density in the low and high redshift regimes in Table 2
are obtained by adding the H I density values for the three galaxy
types.

Note that in order to derive luminosity densities, Lin et al.
(1999) applied different cosmological parameters (ΩΛ = 0.0,
ΩM = 1.0 and H0 = 100 km s−1 Mpc−1) from the current con-
cordance ΛCDM cosmology as adopted in this paper (ΩΛ = 0.7,
ΩM = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1). The correction for
the different cosmological parameters is made using the correc-
tion factor inferred from the ratio of (luminosity distance)2/(co-
moving distance)3 between two cosmological parameter sets be-
cause H I density is proportional to (luminosity distance)2/(co-
moving distance)3. The correction factor amounts to 0.667 and
0.640 for the low and high redshift samples, respectively. The cor-
rected luminosity densities are provided in Table 2. Given the cor-
rections, we obtain the H I mass density of early, intermediate and
late-type galaxies in each redshift bin, and these are also listed in
Table 2. The errors on the H I mass density take into account both
the statistical uncertainty on the stacked H I mass measurement and
the measurement error on the B-band luminosity density.

Table 4. The H I mass to luminosity ratioMH I/LB ratio as a function of
galaxy types of CNOC2 0920+37 sample at the redshift of z ∼ 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively in the unit ofM⊙/L⊙.

z ∼ 0.1 z ∼ 0.2
Sample ⟨MH I⟩/⟨LB⟩ ⟨MH I⟩/⟨LB⟩

Early 0.15 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.03
Intermediate 0.22 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04
Late 0.32 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.04

The cosmic H I gas density is then calculated as H I gas density
divided by the critical density (ρcrit):

ΩH I =
ρH I

ρcrit
, ρcrit =

3H2
0

8πG
, (9)

where H0 is the Hubble constant and G is the gravitational con-
stant. From equation (9) we obtain ΩH I = (0.33 ± 0.05) × 10−3

and ΩH I = (0.34 ± 0.09) × 10−3 at z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 0.2, respec-
tively, for all galaxy types summed.

At z ∼ 0.2, it is found that most of the H I gas resides in
intermediate and late-type galaxies and the fraction of H I gas in
early-type galaxies is less than 2 per cent. In contrast, at z ∼ 0.1
early-type galaxies contribute 25 per cent toΩH I. The reason for the
higher H I mass density of early-type galaxies at z ∼ 0.1 might be a
sensitivity effect.MH I/LB is a function of luminosity in the sense
that higher luminosity galaxies have lower values of MH I/LB

(Roberts & Haynes 1994) and this relation is stronger for early-
type galaxies. As seen in Table 4, early-type galaxies at z ∼ 0.1
have higherMH I/LB ratios than in z ∼ 0.2. Thus, while gas-rich
and low luminosity early-type galaxies might be included in lower
redshift bin, the higher redshift bin might only include gas-poor and
higher luminosity early-types.

Fig. 9 shows H I gas density values as a function of redshift
and look-back time from our study as well as the previous studies
by Zwaan et al. (2005); Martin et al. (2010); Freudling et al. (2011);
Lah et al. (2007); Rao et al. (2006); Prochaska et al. (2005); Noter-
daeme et al. (2009, 2012) and the recent study by Delhaize et al.
(2013). Two different approaches, DLA measurements and H I 21-
cm emission measurements, are included in the plots. Since DLA
measurements normally include a correction for helium abundance,
we de-corrected these values for a direct comparison of H I gas den-
sity measurements.

At z ∼ 0, two H I surveys, HIPASS (Zwaan et al. 2005) and
ALFALFA (Martin et al. 2010), measured the H I gas density with
very good precision over large volumes of the Universe, and these
measurements are in good agreement with each other. The pre-
liminary result of the on-going deep H I survey at redshifts up to
z ∼ 0.16 with the Arecibo 305 m telescope (Arecibo Ultra Deep
Survey (AUDS), Freudling et al. 2011) shows ΩH I measurement at
z ∼ 0.13 is consistent with the measurements of HIPASS and AL-
FALFA, taking error margin into account. Delhaize et al. (2013)
have recently measured H I gas contents of ∼ 3,300 objects at
z ∼ 0.1 from a 42 deg2 field near the South Galactic Pole (SGP)
using the Parkes radio telescope and ∼ 15,000 HIPASS objects at
z ∼ 0.03, observed in optical wavelength by 2dF Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS), applying a H I spectral stacking technique sim-
ilar to our technique. They also found that their ΩH I measurements
at both redshift bins agree with ΩH I values at z ∼ 0. The H I gas
density measurement at z ∼ 0.24 using the GMRT with the stack-
ing technique was made by Lah et al. (2007) with large uncertainty.
At z ! 0.24, H I gas density has been measured with DLAs. Mea-
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Fig. 3. Luminosity functions of the different spectrophotometric types in redshift bins (indicated in each panel): type 1 in red, type 2 in orange,
type 3+4 in blue, total sample in black. The squares represent the results from the C+ and the solid lines are the results from the S T Y method. The
vertical dashed line represents the faint absolute limit considered in the S T Y estimate. The shaded regions represent the 68% uncertainties on the
parameters α and M∗.

dominate the faint end. Irregular galaxies increase their con-
tribution at the lowest luminosities. At intermediate redshift
([0.35−0.75]), spiral galaxies increase their luminosities and
their contribution to the bright end of the luminosity function
is similar to that of the early types. At high redshift (z > 0.75),
irregular galaxies evolve strongly and the three morphological
types contribute almost equally to the total luminosity function.
Irregular galaxies show an evolution of a factor ∼3.3 in φ∗ from
low to high redshift. This evolution occurs mainly in the last red-
shift bin, while for z < 0.75, the contribution of these galaxies to
the global luminosity function is significantly lower than that of
spirals and early types.

Scarlata et al. (2007) derived luminosity functions for
COSMOS galaxies, using photometric redshifts and the ZEST
morphological classification. The shape parameters we find for
early types and spirals are consistent with those found by
Scarlata et al. (2007) for their early-type and disk galaxies, but
are significantly different for irregular galaxies, which have a
much flatter slope in Scarlata et al. (2007). These differences are
likely due to the different morphological classification applied.

Although the general trend in the luminosity functions of the
different morphological types is similar to the results obtained
in the previous section for spectrophotometric types, some dif-
ferences are present. In particular, there are more morphological
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Table 4.2 H � mass (MH I), B-band luminosity density (⇢LB ) and H � mass density (⇢H I) of each galaxy type at
the redshift of z ⇠ 0.37

Sample Ngal hMH Ii hLBi hMH Ii/hLBi ⇢LB ⇢H I f

Type 1 95 2.20 ± 2.60 17.76 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.15 5.11 ± 0.65 0.56 ± 0.67 0.89
Type 2 58 1.50 ± 2.74 21.33 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.13 2.69 ± 0.65 0.21 ± 0.38 1.10
Type 3+4 321 3.83 ± 1.20 10.07 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.12 8.12 ± 2.15 4.86 ± 1.99 1.57

All ⌦H I= (0.42 ± 0.16) ⇥ 10�3

Note: Ngal is the number of galaxies that are co-added and hMH Ii is average H � mass
per galaxy (in units of 109 M�), hLBi is mean B-band luminosity in units of 109 L�, ⇢LB the
luminosity density in units of 107 L�Mpc�3 and ⇢H I the H � density in units of 107 M�Mpc�3.
f is correction factor for incomplete sampling of the luminosity function (see Appendix A).

4.5. H � Gas Evolution over last 4 Gyr

The measured H � mass from the stacked H � spectra can be converted to H � density (⇢H I)
and cosmic H � density (⌦H I) to examine how H � gas content evolves over cosmic time.
The ⌦H I measurement of zCOSMOS field is important because it is the highest-redshift
measurement ever made with an H � spectral stacking and the redshift around 0.37 has not
been explored in H �. The measurement should be compared with other measurements at
di�erent redshift regimes to see the global variation of H � gas.

The first step is to derive H � density from averaged H � mass obtained using H � spectral stack-
ing. As found in Chapter 3, the ⇢H I obtained simply with MH I divided by co-moving volume
has the incompleteness of the zCOSMOS survey and cosmic variance issue, resulting in
underestimated ⇢H I measurement. To compensate these e�ects, we made use of renormalisa-
tion method to obtain complete ⇢H I. The application of this renormalisation is appropriate
here because this field has good photometric measurements and well-determined luminos-
ity functions, which are important for renormalisation. The COSMOS field has been well
studied in terms of the luminosity function and density as a function of galaxy types and
redshift up to z ⇠ 1 using redshifts from zCOSMOS and accurate optical photometry from
the COSMOS photometry catalogue (Zucca et al., 2009). Since our galaxy classification
scheme is the same as Zucca et al. (2009) has done, the luminosity function and density in
the paper can be directly adopted to derive ⇢H I. B�band luminosity function is provided for
di�erent galaxy types–Type1, Type2 and Type3+4. B luminosity is calculated from absolute
B magnitude. For each galaxy type, the below equation is used to derive H � density:

⇢H I =

P
MH IP
LB
⇥ ⇢LB(z),

X
MH I = hMH Ii ⇥Nsample (4.5)

where Nsample is the number of co-added galaxies, LB is luminosity of the zCOSMOS sample
galaxies in the B�band, and hMH Ii denotes the averaged H � mass measured using the H �
stacking technique. We separately calculate H � gas density with respect to each galaxy
type of Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3+4 and attempted to correct for incomplete sampling of
luminosity function for each galaxy type as we have done in Chapter 2 (refer to Appendix
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Figure 7. Stacked H I spectra of galaxies in each subgroup (left panels). The right panels show the re-binned stacked spectra with a velocity width of 500
km s�1(the vertical dashed line). The horizontal line in each left panel is the 1 � error of the stacked spectrum.

into account the redshift uncertainty of the zCOSMOS survey,
±110 km s�1, the velocity width of 500 km s�1is used to calcu-
late the integrated H I flux with the stacked H I spectra.

The averaged H I masses for each galaxy type were calculated
using the above Eq. 2 (see Table 2). The errors in the averaged
H I mass is estimated by applying a jackknife resampling method
(Efron 1982). Type 3+4 galaxies have higher average H I gas con-
tent than do either Type 1 or Type 2 galaxies. The neutral hydrogen
to optical luminosity ratio H I mass and MH I/LB of Type 3+4 is
similar with the median MH I/LB of the typical Sc and Sd type
galaxies in Roberts & Haynes (1994) review of nearby galaxies. If
we take the measured values for the Type 1 and Type 2 at face value,
then MH I/LB for these types is different from those in Roberts &
Haynes (1994). While the MH I/LB of Type 1 galaxies is slightly
larger than that of early-type galaxies, Type 2 galaxies have smaller
MH I/LB compared to MH I/LB of early spirals (Sa, Sb).

For this calculation of H I mass, it is assumed that the sample
galaxies observed in H I are unresolved by the GMRT synthesised
beam. This will mean that the flux extracted from a spectrum cor-
responding to an individual galaxy at its known position is equal to
the total H I flux contained in the galaxy. To check this assumption
the sizes of sample galaxies in H I were estimated from the relation-
ship between optical and H I properties in Broeils & Rhee (1997).
They defined two types of H I diameter. One is the H I diameter
(DH I) defined at a surface density of 1 M� pc�2, and the other
is the effective diameter (D

e↵

) containing 50 per cent of the H I
mass. These diameter parameters are correlated with luminosity in
B-band, that is, the absolute B magnitude MB . The relationships
between those diameters (in units of kpc) and MB are:

log(DH I) = (�0.1673± 0.0142)⇥MB � 1.9545 (3)
log(D

e↵

) = (�0.1674± 0.0152)⇥MB � 2.1689. (4)

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the estimated diameters from
the Eq. 3 and 4. The blue and red histograms indicate the distri-
bution of D

e↵

and DH I, respectively. As illustrated in the plot,
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Figure 8. H I size distribution of zCOSMOS sample derived using the opti-
cal magnitude and H I size based on Broeils & Rhee (1997). Two H I sizes
differently defined are used. Blue and red histograms denote effective H I
diameter and H I diameter at a surface density of 1 M� pc�2, respectively.
The GMRT synthesised beam size is shown as the vertical dashed line.

the galaxies seem to be partially resolved in terms of D
e↵

by the
GMRT synthesised beam of 3.500, while DH I of most galaxies is
larger than the GMRT synthesised beam. This means that galaxies
H I is resolved. However, Broeils & Rhee (1997) warned that these
correlations might be biased due to the selection criteria used in the
research: that is, large H I mass, optical diameter of more than 30,
inclinations greater than 40�.

To see whether the GMRT beam partially resolving the large
galaxies causes a significant amount of H I flux to be lost, an
H I stacking experiment was run using several larger synthesised
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Cosmic HI gas evolution
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• The highest-redshift measurement of 𝛀HI ever made with the HI 
spectral stacking technique.

• All 21-cm measurements of 𝛀HI are consistent.
• The H I 21-cm emission measurements to date show no evidence 

for significant evolution of H I gas abundance over the last 4 Gyr.
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Summary

• The global HI gas abundance does not change 
significantly over the last 4 Gyr (z < 0.4) 

• This research successfully demonstrates the viability of 
HI stacking technique at the intermediate redshift range 
(z < 0.4) using current radio telescopes. 

• HI stacking is promising to give more scientific 
outcomes to future HI deep surveys such as CHILES, 
DINGO and LADUMA, pushing their limit still further.
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Thank you for your attention !
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